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Introduction

In this paper a study is made of the geometrical properties of surfaces whose

asymptotic curves belong to linear complexes. The treatment is based on the

methods developed by E. J. Wilczynski in his book on projective differential

geometryf and a series of memoirs published in these Transactions.!

So far as I am aware, the only papers on this subject are a note by Sophus

Lie§ and a thesis by Arnold Peter. || In his thesis, Peter gives the analytical

details of Lie's note and establishes the theorem that " The determination of

the surfaces can be reduced to quadratures."

One of the theorems established below, namely, " The ruled surfaces of the

problem have straight line directrices " is due to Peter. The method of proof

employed here, however, is entirely different from that used by Peter and is,

moreover, essentially connected with the subsequent study of non-ruled sur-

faces.

In my work, as well as in that of Peter, a certain quadric surface plays an

important rôle. From my point of view this quadric is the locus of the di-

rectrices of the osculating ruled surfaces associated with the two families of

* Presented to the Society (Chicago), April, 1912.

t E. J. Wilczynski, Projective Differential Geometry of Curves and Ruled Surfaces. B. G.

Teubner, Leipzig, 19Ö6.   We shall hereafter refer to this book as W.

Î Vol. 8 (1907), pp. 223-260; vol. 9 (1908), pp. 79-120, 293-315. We shall hereafter refer
to these as Mi, M2, M3.

§ Sophus Lie, Christiania Videnskabsselskabs Forhandlinger.,

1882, Nr. 21.
|| Arnold Peter, Die Flächen deren Haupltangentenkurven linearen Komplexen angehören

Leipzig, Dissertation, 1895. Since the presentation of this paper to the Society, some points

of its subject matter have been touched upon in two other papers, viz., one by Enrico Bom-

piani, Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 34 (1912); the

other by Corrado Segre, R e a 1 e Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, vol.49 (1913).

I have recently learned that a certain aspect of the subject of this paper was treated by M.

Keraval, Bulletin de la Société Mathématique de France, vol. 39 (1911).

The methods used in these papers are entirely unlike those employed here, and the results

are only distantly related to those of this paper.
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asymptotic curves. If the asymptotic curves of only one of the two families

belong to linear complexes, this quadric is replaced by a directrix-ruled surface

of a higher order. On the other hand, the quadric introduced by Peter is

characteristic of the canonical differential equations of the surfaces. However

there is nothing in Peter's thesis concerning the geometrical significance of

this quadric, nor is there anything analogous to my discussion of the osculating

ruled surfaces and the directrix-ruled surface. All of the other results in the

two papers are entirely unrelated and therefore require no further com-

parison.*   The two principal results obtained in this paper are:

A geometric construction for the surfaces of the problem (§ 4), and a normal

form for their defining equations (§ 3). In the normal form of these equations

the coefficients, and therefore all the invariants of the surfaces, are given

explicitly as functions of the two parameters u and tj of the asymptotic curves.

I take this opportunity of expressing my indebtedness to Professor Wil-

czynski for advice generously given me from time to time during the prep-

aration of this paper.

§ 1.   Theorems concerning ruled surfaces whose asymptotic curves

belong to linear complexes

Any non-developable ruled surface may be defined by a system of differential

equations of the formt

y" + Pu y' + Vii z' + qn y + g« z = 0,

(1)
z" + Pu y' + Pii z' + q2i y + q22 z' = 0,

where
dy d2 y

v' = — v" = —-   etc
V      dx'       V        dx2'

Its generators are the lines that join those points on the integral curves C„

and Ct which correspond to the same values of the independent variable x.

The differential equations of the integral curves Cy and Gz arej

yW + 4pi y(» + 6p2 y" + 4p3 y' + Piy=0,
(2)

z(4) _|_ 4?1 z(3) + 6?2 z» +4q3z' +qiZ =0,

where

* Certain theorems relating to the asymptotic curves on ruled surfaces with straight line

directrices have been established by Cremona, Annali di matematiche, 1867-68,

Halphen, Bulletin de la Société mathématique de France, vol. 5 (1877),

and Snyder, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 5

(1899).
tW, p. 126.
X W, p. 230.
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Pi = ¿t- (<7i2 In — Pn m12),       p2 = r^- («i2 in — ri2 mi2),.

ci = TT-(ï2iÎ2i — î>2im2i),        q2 = 6A  ^21^21 "~ r2im2i)>

(3)

P3 = ^-[mi2 (pi2fll — Pllfl2) + ¿12 (pil*12 -  gi2i-n)  -  In Al],

pt = v-  [ m-i2 ( pi2 *n — ?n r« ) + ¿i2 ( gn *i2 — Çi2 «u ) — mu Ai ],

q3 = TT-    [ »121 (P21 i"22 — î>22 î*21 ) + ¿21 ( ï>22 «21 ~ ?21 »"22)    — ¿22 A2 ] ,

?4 = T"       [ m2l ( î>21 «22 — ?22 »"21 ) + ¿21 ( ?22 Í21 — ?21 *22 )     ~ WÏ22A2];
ÍÍ2

and where we shall assume Ai + 0, A2 + 0; i. e., that neither Cv nor C¡ is a

plane curve.

The quantities Ai, A2, ¿.y, m,j, s¡, are defined as follows :

Ai = pn «12 — ?i2 r«, A2 = p2i «21 — Ç21 »"21,

fn = Pn + P12 P21 — Pu — ?n, *n = pn qu + P12 ?2i — q'u,

ri2 = P12 (pn + P22) — Pu — Ï12, «12 = Pu ?i2 + P12 Ç22 — ?i2,

r2i = P21 (pn + P22) — pái — Ç21, «21 = P21 gn + P22 ?2i — q'21,

f22 =  P\i + Pl2 P21 — P22 — Î22 , «22 = P21 ?12 + P22 ?22 — Ï22 ,

¿11 = — Pn f"n — P21 rn + r'ii + *u,        mu = — rn qn — ri2 021 + «íi,

¿12 = — P12 »"n — P22 ri2 + r(2 + «12,       77112 = — rn O12 — ri2 g22 + «12,

¿21  =   —  Pll I"21 —  P21 f22 "+"  r21 + *21> m21  =   —  »"21 ̂ 11 —  r22 ?21 + «21 ,

¿22 =   — Pl2 »"21 — P22 »"22 + r22 + «22 , ™22 =   — f"21 gX2 — f22 ?22 + «22 •

The fundamental seminvariants and invariants of the integral curve Cy are

given by the following expressions*:

P2 = P2 - Pi - p\,       Pz = p3 — PÏ - 3pi p2 + 2p?,

(4) P4 = p* - 4pi p3 - 3pl + 12p? p2 - 6pí - p?>,

0. - P3 - I Pi,       Bt = Pi - 2P; + \ P2 - fgPl.

On replacing p, P, and 8 by q, Q, and 6' respectively, we obtain the corre-

sponding expressions for the integral curve Cz.

* W, p. 239.
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Let the curves C„ and C2 be two of the curved asymptotic lines on the in-

tegrating ruled surface S of system (1). Then we have pi2 = p2i = 0, and

we may also assume that pn = p22 = 0.*

It is easy to show and, moreover, it is well known, that an asymptotic curve

on a ruled surface is never a plane curve unless it is a straight line. If we

leave aside the case of a quadric surface, there will be at most two asymptotic

curves of the second kind which are plane curves, and these will be straight

lines. It follows that the curves Cy and C2 are distinct from these since, by

hypothesis, they are not plane curves. The functions qi2 and q2i must there-

fore be different from zero.

The tangents to the integral curves Cy and Cz will belong to linear complexes

if, and only if, the invariants 63 and 0'3 vanish identically, t Let us assume, then,

that system (1) has been so transformed that p¡j = 0 (i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2);

and let us express 63 and 6'3 in terms of the remaining coefficients of (1) by means

of (2), (3), (4).    We find the following values for 63 and 6'3;

/ r

(5)     63= q'n-q'22--~(qn-q22),        0¡ = q'n - q22 - ~ (qn - q22).
</l2 721

Thus, the conditions 63 = 6'3 = 0 reduce to

?21
(6) ÎH-9M = r!(ïu-îfi)i       îÎi-îm^ITÎÎu-Çb).

</l2 721

It may happen either that Cy and C2 are the only asymptotic curves on the

surface S which belong to linear complexes, or else that there exists a third

asymptotic curve on S which has the same property. In the latter case all

the asymptotic curves on S have this property and, if the function qn — q22

should happen to vanish for the original pair of asymptotic curves, we may

avoid this complication by choosing another pair of fundamental curves.

We may therefore assume qn — q22 to be different from zero. If, however,

C„ and Ci constitute the only pair of asymptotic curves on the surface which

belong to linear complexes, they both belong to the same complex and we

cannot avoid the vanishing of qn — q22 if C„ and Cz are to be asymptotic

curves.    In this case the invariantj

09  =

Uli — 7i22       Mi2      U2i

»11   — »22 »12       »21

Wii — W22      W2i     W2i

also vanishes while its second order minors are not all equal to zero.    The

* W, pp. 114, 142.

t W, p. 254.
J W, pp. 96, 167.
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integral ruled surface itself belongs to a linear complex but has at most one

straight line directrix.

Let us return to the case when On — q22 is different from zero. The inte-

gration of (6) gives

Qn — ?22 = aqi2,       qn — q22 = bq2i,

where a and b are constants different from zero. In this case not only does

the invariant 9$ vanish, but so do all of its second order minors. Therefore

the surface has a pair of straight line directrices coincident or distinct according

as the invariant 04 of the surface »S vanishes or not, i. e., according as the flec-

nodes of each generator are coincident or distinct.* The converse of this is

also true.f   Hence we have the theorem:

In order that all of the asymptotic curves of a ruled surface may belong to linear

complexes the surface must have two straight line directrices, distinct or coincident.

If the invariant 04 of the ruled surface S does not vanish, the independent

variable may be so chosen as to make 04 equal to any non-vanishing constant. J

We may, therefore, assume the independent variable so chosen as to make the

function Ça — «722 equal to unity. The equations of the surfaces S will then

assume the form

(7) y"+quy+az=0,       z" + by + q22 z = 0,

where a and b are constants and where qn ■•- q22 = I.

The differential equations (2) now become

2/(4) + (?ii + 922) y" + 2q'u y' + (q[[ + qn q22 - ab) y = 0,

z(4) + (?ii + O22) z" + 2g22 z' + (q'22 + On'?22 - ab) z = 0.

From these it follows that any curved asymptotic line on S is a projection of any

other.

In order to determine the ruled surfaces S all of whose asymptotic curves

are twisted cubics, we must satisfy the further conditions 04 = 8\ = 0 .§ We

thus obtain the following equations for the functions çn and q22:

(8) ?n - \ = 922+ è = tp,       tp" + \tp2+ci = 0,

where
ci= -|(l+4o6).

If tp' = 0, then

qu « k m \ ± f Vl + 4ab,       q22 = k - 1,

so that cu and q22 are constants.

* W, p. 169.

t W, p. 288.
Í W, p. 117.
§ W, p. 242.
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From these equations it follows that the first derivative surface* is a pro-

jective transformation of the surface S itself, and the second derivative surface

coincides with the surface S.

The surface turns out to be the quartic

x\xi — x\x3 = 0,f

whose invariant Ô4 is equal to 16 (4ab + 1).

It therefore follows that the invariants 63 and 04 of the curve Cy may vanish,

while the invariant 04 of the surface S is different from zero.

If <p' + 0, we can integrate the equation of condition (8) by means of

elliptic functions. In fact, if we multiply both members of (8) by <p' and

integrate, we find

<p'2 = - tV( V - 92 V — g»),

where g2 = — -£-Ci and g3 is a constant of integration. Now it is always

possible to construct a Weierstrass F-function with given invariants g2, gt

to satisfy this equation.    We then find

qn = f(u; g2, g3) + §,       Ç22 = f (u;g2,g3) - §.

Equations (7) may be reduced to the formt

d?n d?t
(7a) ¿ + [A9 + B]n = 0       -¿+[A9 + Bi] t = 0,

where A, B, Bi are constants.

These equations are of the Picard type, and precisely those of such great

importance in the analytical theory of heat. In fact, an integral of (7a)

leads at once to an integral of the heat equation in elliptic coordinates. Since

A is not of the form n ( n + 1 ), the equations are not of the Lamé type.

If the directrices of the surface S coincide, i. e., if the invariant 04 vanishes,

we can write equations (1) in the form

d?y d2z
(9) ~¿+q(x)y = 0,      ¿¿+y+q(x)z=0,

so that Cy is the straight line directrix and Ct is any curved asymptotic line

on the surface.   The condition (8) becomes

* W, pp. 187-188.

t To get this result, we transform (7) so that the fundamental curves coincide with the

flecnode curves and then integrate the resulting equations.

t This reduction is effected by means of the following transformations:

2i
y = OT, +/SJ-,        z = yn +6r,

l/l5

where v and {" are the linear factors of a certain quadratic covariant C (W, p. 124 et seq.).
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iPa
(8a) J+U2 = 0.

If q" = 0, o itself must vanish.    In this case equations (9) show that the

coordinates of any point on the surface S are given by the equations

Xi = a + ßx2,       x2 = ax + r x3,       x3 = — 2ßx,        a:4 = — 2/3,

where a and ß are arbitrary constants.   Hence the equation of the surface is

x\ + 3z4 (xi x3 — x2 Xi) = 0,

which is that of a Cayley cubic scroll.    If q" + 0, equation (8a) gives on

integration

m- 4
ig (4o3- as),

where o3 is a constant.    As before we construct the Weierstrass ^-function

satisfying this equation; so that equations (9) may be written

(9a) ß+A?y = 0,       ^ + A (9z + y) = 0,

where A is a constant but not of the form n ( n + 1 ).

Therefore every ruled surface whose asymptotic curves are twisted cubics may be

represented by a system of equations of the form (la) or (9o), where 9 is the

Weierstrass elliptic function. If the coefficients of these equations reduce to

constants, we obtain either a certain quartic or a Cayley cubic scroll.

§ 2.   Analytic  criteria  for non-ruled  surfaces  whose  asymptotic

curves belong to linear complexes

It is known that any non-developable surface S may be regarded as an

integral surface of a non-involutory, completely integrable system of partial

differential equations of the form*

(10) y„„ + 2byv + fy=0,       yvv + 2o' yu + gy = 0,

where the asymptotic curves are parametric, and where

_ d y _d2 y
y"~dû'       yuu=âu1'       etC-'

The integrability conditions of this system of equations are

a'uu + ffu + 26a'c + 4a' o„ = 0,       bvv +fv + 2a' bu + 46oú = 0,

(H)
ouu — fw — 4/a„ — 2a'/„ + 4gbv + 2bgv = 0.

♦ M,, p. 241.
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The asymptotic curves t; = const, and u = const, will be denoted by V and

T" respectively.

The differential equations of V and T" are*

yu«uu + 4pl yuuu + %p'2 ym + 4p3 yu + p4 y = 0,

(12)
yvvw + 4pi' yvvv + 6p2' yw + 4p3' yv + pi y = 0,

where
K , 1  ...    ,    . 1 (Ka J>\\

Pi = -2fe,       ^ = 3(/+^)-6l,T-2^J'

?; = -(/» + 4a' b2-fh~l),

p'<=fu»-f+ 4b2 g - 2bfv + Í (2bf+ 2bbv -Ku)-2bf2 (bfu - buf).

The fundamental seminvariants of V have the values

o-        ,     dp'i        ,2

P' = P'- dW"-p"

(i3)        P3 = p;-^-3P;p; + 2p;3,

Pi = Pt- 4pt p3 - 3p2 + 12pi p2 - 6p,  - -Q-ï .

Finally the fundamental invariants of T' are

(14)      03 -P,- g   ôu ,       04-P4-2ôm-15^3^^+5P2 J.

If we replace
a', b, f, g, pi, Pi, 6', u, v

b, a', g, f, pi , Pi , 0", v, u

respectively, we obtain the corresponding expressions for T".

In the subsequent applications of these equations we shall generally assume

that a' ^ 0, b 4s 0, so that ruled surfaces are to be excluded unless the

contrary is stated.

Let us consider the integral surfaces S for which the asymptotic curves T'

and T" belong to linear complexes. For these surfaces the invariants 03 and

0j' must vanish identically. By direct calculation from equations (12), (13),

(14), these conditions are found to reduce to

* M j, pp. 90, 93.
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Q^4a'&-^L'=0,
dud»

(15)
a'=4a'b-d-^=0,

duov

whence, by subtraction,
w»JJ7L)_0.

du dv
Hence, by integration,

(17) b= tp(u)8(v)a'.

The transformation

(18) y = \(u,v)y,       û=a(u),       v = ß (v)

leaves the parametric curves of equations (10) unchanged. Moreover the

function X ( u, v ) may be chosen in such a way that the transformed system

of equations shall again have the same (canonical) form as the system (10).

The transformed coefficients à', b,f, g will then be given by the equations

ä' = %a',      f=\(f-bÇ-y),
Pv Wu

(19)

b = ~\b,        g = -ñi(g- a'n- \v),
a» p«

where

v = —,    r = -¿-,    ß = vu — w>    v = r» - r •
au pv

In particular, the transformation

y=    ,-,-ji'V,       » =  I Vytp(u)du,       v=  j   ,,——dv,
du   dv J J   V8(v)

v du   dv

will replace equations (10) by a system of the same form in which the funda-

mental invariants a' and 6 are equal to each other. Let us assume that this

transformation has been effected already, so that we have

The conditions
fl' = Q" = 0

will then reduce to

If we put b = e*'2, the above equation becomes

* M,, pp. 249-250.
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dudv
= 8e*.

But (20a) is the form known as Liouville's equation.*   Its general integral is

*.     1     U'V
4(V+ Vf

where V and V are functions of the single variables u and » respectively, and

where the accents indicate differentiation with respect to these variables.

Hence the general integral of (20) is

(21) a' = b =
1 VV'V
2(V+V)'

where we assume V + 0, V + 0 when we wish to exclude ruled surfaces.

We shall refer to equations (10) as being in the normal form\ when the in-

variants a' and b are given by (21).    We therefore have the theorem:

Both families of asymptotic curves of a non-ruled surface belong to linear com-

plexes, if and only if, the differential equations of the surface can be put in the

normal form characterized by the values (21) for the invariants a' and b.%

§ 3.    Properties of the osculating ruled surfaces, and explicit deter-

mination OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE SURFACES OF § 2

The differential equations of Ri (one of the osculating ruled surfaces of the

first kind) are§

yw + Pn Vv + Vn zv + gn y + qu z = 0,

(22)
Zw + i>2i y» + P22 zv + q2iy+ q22z= 0,

where z = yu and

Pu = Pi2 = P22 = 0,        gu = g,       qu = 2a',

P21 = — 4a' 6,       Ç21 = gu — 2a'f,       q22 = g + 2a'„.

Since pi2 is equal to zero, I"' is an asymptotic curve on Ri as well as on the

surface S.

The invariants of weights four and nine of ñi are

0 =   ( Mil — U22 )2 + 4U12 «21,(23)
and

«11 — M22

»11   — »22

Ml2      M21

»12        »21

Wn — W22      Wll      W2l

* Darboux Leçons sur la Théorie des Surfaces, t. IV, pp. 419-424.

t The complete normal form will be given later.

t The invariants Q' and Í2" vanish for these surfaces only.

§ Mj, p. 81 et seq.
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where

«11 — «22 = 8aL,       un = — 8a ,       «2i = 4al„ + 8a' (/+ bv),

»ii — »22 = 16 (auv — 4a   b),       vi2 = — 16a'v,

v2i = 8 (a'uuv — 4a' a« b + 2a'0f+ 2a fv + 2a'c bv + 2a' bvv)

= 8 [ a'uuv + 2a'„ (/ + bv ) — 4a'2 bu — 12a bal ],

Wii — w22 = 32 (a'uvv — 4a' bv — 12a' ba'v),       wn = — 32aá„,

w2i = 16 [ a'uuv, + 2a'„„ (/ + bv ) — 4a'2 buv — 12a' ( a» bu + a'u bv )

- 16a' (ba'uv - a'2 b2) - 20a'u a',b],

the final forms of W21, »21, w2i resulting from an application of the integrability

conditions (11).

Analogous equations may be obtained for R2 (an osculating ruled surface

of the second kind).

If we differentiate the conditions Q' = 0, fi" = 0, we obtain, the following

equations :

a'a'uuv — a'v a',lu — 12a'2 ba'u — 4a' ba = 0,

a'a üvv — al a'vv — 12a'2 ba, — 4a'3 bv = 0,

b buuv — bv buu — 12a' b2 bu — 4b3 a'u = 0,

b buvv — bu bvv — 12a' b2 bv — 463 a'„ = 0,

(24)        f f f s     f
a'a'uuw — a'uu a'c, — 24a' ba'„ a't — 12a' (a'u bv + a,, bu)

— 12a'2 ba',,, — 4a'z buv = 0,

bbuvvv — buu bw — 24a' bbu bv — 12b2 (aubv-\- a'r bu)

- 12a'b2 Kv- 4b3a'uv = 0,

which enable us to reduce the elements of 89 to

«u — «22 = 8al, «12 = — 8a',       «21 = 4 [ a'uu + 2a' (/ + 6« ) ],

»11 — »22 = 16 —~r,   »12 = — 16a„,   v2x = —y [ a'uu + 2a' (/ + bv ) ],

»u — w22 = 32 -~°- ,   wii = — 32a'™,   w2i = —7— [ al„ + 2a' (f+bv ) ].
Qi (I

If we substitute these simplified expressions in 09, we find that 09 and all of its

second order minors vanish.    In the same way we find that 8'9, the invariant of
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weight nine for R2, and all of its second order minors vanish. Consequently

we have the theorem:

If both families of asymptotic curves of a surface S belong to linear complexes,

then both families of osculating ruled surfaces Ri and R2 have straight line direc-

trices, distinct or coincident according as the corresponding invariant 0 or 6' is

different from zero or not.*

We shall need several other formulae connected with the theory of the os-

culating ruled surfaces. In developing these formulae we shall indicate another

proof of the above theorem.

If Pv and Pf are the flecnodes on the generator Py Pz of Ri, we havef

y= 16a' (t, + 0,        z= (8al+ v'd) n + (8a',t - V~6) f.

When we make this transformation the equations of Ri, referred to its flecnode

curves, are found to be

(25)

where

Vvv + Tn nv + 7T12 f« + «11 7? + (Ci2 f = 0 ,

f »« + T21 7J„ + 7T22 f» +  «21 7] + K22 T =  0 ,

a,      C      8V _ a       C!      0„

Tn-¿+ri+2l'       '" - a'"+ V6~ 20'

a'v      C      dv a',       C      0,
7r21-«7~^~20'       7r22-?~^7| + 20'

C=8a;,-8"-32a'2&.
a

But since we are dealing with the case when fi' = 0, we find C = 0. Con-

sequently

7Ti2 = ?T2i = -7 — ¡^ = -}0 [a' (a' a'uu, — a'uu a'„ — 12a'2 ba'u — 4a'8 b)
a      ¿v     a a

+ a'a (a'u a'„ — a a'uv + 4a'3 b) ] = 0,

7Tn —  7T22 = ¿ —t ,
a

and therefore

0 = <p (u) a' ,

where <p is an arbitrary function of u.   We find further

* Several months after this paper was presented to the American Mathematical Society,

a memoir containing this theorem was published by Enrico Bompiani, Rendiconti

del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 34 (1912).

t Mj, p. 83 et seq.
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«11

-8
Xl2  =-

Al/0

= ^-áa'8-32ga'V8-S2a'a'uV8-~^2a:v8+a'8vV-a~J\,

I 2a'vv8 + a'8vv-~2dv\,*       etc.,

which reduce to

V~8                                                              ,             V~8
Kn= au-\- g+ -g-,       «i2 = 0,       «2i = 0,       «22 = o„ + g-_—.

The equations of the osculating ruled surface Ri may therefore be reduced to

the form

(25a)

,8v      Jn.,.*9\        n
Vw + -g Vv + I a„ + g + -g- I v = 0,

8v (  , V~8\
Uv + jtv+ 1 «»+ 9 -   g   )f=0,

where 8/ a'2 = tp (u), a function of u alone.

The corresponding equations for R2 may be obtained from the above by

replacing 8, a', g by 9', b, f respectively, and interchanging u and v. Com-

bining these results we have the following theorem:

If the invariants 8 and 8' are different from zero, and if both families of asymp-

totic curves on S belong to linear complexes, the invariants 6/ a'2 and 8' ¡b2] are

functions of the single variables u and v respectively. The equations of the oscu-

lating ruled surfaces may be reduced to the form (25a), which makes evident the

already established theorem that the osculating ruled surfaces have straight line

directrices.

Suppose 0 = 0. Let P( coincide with the double flecnode on Pv P,. We

make the transformation

so that the equations of Ri referred to T" and its flecnode curve are§

(26)

by    -     2bbyy
Vw H-|p-V - 2a' f = 0,

bl - 2bbv
4b2

which are characteristic of ruled surfaces with coincident directrices.

f«» t        47,2      f — ^»

* In order to obtain these results we must use relations (24), (11) and the relation

2a'„e + a'e„ -a'vev =0

obtained by differentiating tu = tsi = 0 with respect to v.

\B' ¡b% = $ (v), \¡/ being an arbitrary function of v .

X M,, p. 86.
§ The reductions are effected by means of (24), (11), and the condition 9 = 0.   The equa-

tions of Ri referred to r" and its flecnode curve have a similar form when 6' «= 0 .
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We can now complete the determination of the normal form of the equations

of S.    We have
, d2 log b

a=b'     -d77d7 = 46'

and the integrability conditions (11), which are reducible to

buu + 9u + 666„ = 0,       bvv + /„ + 6bbu = 0,

g*u - fw — 4/6u - 26/u + 4gbv + 2bgv = 0.

We have further (from the previous theorem and the definition of 0 and 0' ),

0= 64 [6?, - 26 (6uu + 2o •/+&„)] = <p(u)b2,

Whence

where

0'= 64[bl-2b(bvv+2b . g+ba)] = yp(v)b2.

, l<32log6     162
/=-6"-2_rÄ2~~4t"2+i5l(M)'

.       Id2 log 6     162
?=~6"~2^2~~4^+^2(,')'

<Pi(«)=--256-»       ^<*) = -y56"-

Substituting these values of/ and y in the integrability conditions, we find that

the first two are satisfied identically and the third becomes

— 4bu ipi (u) + 4bv ¡p2 (v) — 2b<p[ (u) + 26<p2 (v) = 0.

Now b is given by equation (21), so that

bu = lV^_     V K     1 VI _     v
b      2 V      V+V       ~b ~ 2 V      V+V

We must therefore have

n<Pi(u)V'-<p2(v)V V" U"       ,,,       ,..
2-rJ+T-^ ^ ^ F7- Vl ('"''Jj7^ Vi (u) ~ v* (v>'

Thus the left hand member of this equation reduces to a function of u minus

a function of ». Now V and V can not vanish, for then 6 also would vanish.

Hence V and V are not constants, and we must have

<Pi(u)V'-V2(v)V
-U+    y- =    fil   (M)    -   H2(V)

or

(a)   <pi(u)V'-<p2(v)V'= VHi(u) - VH2(v) + VHi(u) - VH2(v),
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where tpi, Hi are functions to be determined.    These must be such that

VHi («) — UH2 (v) is of the form Gi (u) — G2 (v), that is we must have

o^í^ií«)- ETC, (*)) = <>,
whence

1  dHi_l_ dlh
U' du ~ V   dv -

Since the left hand member is a function of u alone and the right hand member

is a function of v alone, their equality implies

1 dffi 1 dH,
V du ~ h°'   V  dv ~ k°'

where k0 is a constant.    Therefore

Hi(u) = k0U+ki,      H2(v) = k0V+k2,

where ki and k2 are additional constants.    If these values for Hi and H2 be

substituted in (a), we find

,   .     aTP + bU + c .  .      aV2-bV+c
<P1(U)     =    -Jj}-  , tp2(V)     =     -y,- ,

where a = ko, b = ki — k2, and c is a further constant.    If we substitute

these values of tpi ( u ) and tp2 ( v ) in the expressions for / and g, we shall find

1   l/U'V (V" V      \      1ÍU" _3(U"\2\

f~     2(U+V)\2V     (U+V))     4\U'     4\U'))

3/    U" U'2      \     aU2+bU+c

+ 4\U+V     (U+V)2)+ U'
(27) _

1   VU' V ( U" U'      \     \(V"    Z(V"^\

9~      2(U+V)\2U'     (U+V))     4\V     4\V ) )

3/    V" V'2      \     aV2-bV + c

+ 4\U+V     (U+V)2)+ V

If the osculating ruled surfaces are characterized by equations of the form

(26), it is readily seen that o=6 = c = 0, in the above equations. A dis-

cussion of some of the geometrical configurations corresponding to this case

will be given below. We may recapitulate these results in the following

theorem :

Every non-ruled surface all of whose asymptotic curves belong to linear complexes

is defined by a system of equations of the form (10), where the fundamental in-

variants a', b and seminvariants f, g are given explicitly as functions of u and v
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by equations (21) and (27), a7id conversely. Since all the invariants of S are

functions of a', b, f, g and their derivatives, they can be determined as explicit

functions of u and ».

§ 4.   Properties of the linear complexes of the asymptotic curves,

and a geometric construction for the surfaces of the problem

The directrices 5i and 52 of the surface Ri are found to have the equations*

2* a' xi + ^x2 + 25 a'2 bx4 = 0,

(28)
24 a' x3+ Axi = 0,

and

24 a' xi + Bx2 + 25 a'2 6x4 = 0,

24a'x3 + Bxí = 0,

where

A = 8a'u - VB,       B = 8a'u + V^.

The equations of the directrices §i and 8'¿ of R2 are found to be

24 bxi + Ai x3 + 28 a' b2 x4 = 0,
(28a)

24bx2 + Aix4 = 0,

and
246xi+ Bi x3 + 25 a' 62 x4 = 0,

24 6x2 + Bi Xi = 0,
where

¿i = 8b, - ^W,       Bi = 8b„ + v'W.

These equations are of fundamental importance in the succeeding investigation.

It is clear that, when ß' and 0" vanish, the osculating linear complexes of

the curves V and T" coincide with the linear complexes which contain all of

the tangents to these curves. Hence, referred to the moving tetraedron

Py Pz P0 Pa, the linear complexes determined by T' and T" are given by the

equations!

(a) C = — bv w3i — own + bw23 = 0,

(29)
(b) C" = — a„ W42 + a' wu + a' oj23 — 0.

The invariants of C and C" are — b2 and a'2 respectively;

We shall now determine the linear complexes to which belong the asymp-

totic curves through the neighbouring points Pu+d«, » and Pu, v+dv ■    Their

* Py Pi P¿> Pa is the tetrahedron of reference.   In this system the coordinates of the point

P = ay + ßz + yp +S<x are, by definition, ( a , ß , y , o) .

t M,, pp. 92-94.
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equations will, of course, have the same form as (29), the tetrahedra of reference

being those associated with the points considered. Now when u receives an

increment du, v remaining constant, the semi-covariants y, z, p, a change.

Let y, i, p, cr be their new values.*    We shall find

y = y + zdu+ •■• ,

z = z — (fy + 2bp ) du +
(30)

p = p -\- adu + • • •,

o: = o-+[(2by-/I)y + 4a'bz- (26, + j) p] du + • • •.

Let the coordinates of any point Q referred to T and T be (xi, x2, x3, Xi)

and (xi, x2, x3, Xi) respectively. Then the point Q is given by each of the

expressions

xi y + x2 z + x3 p + Xi o-,       xi y + x2 z + x3 p + x4 ¡r,

which must therefore be identical except for a factor. Making use of this

fact and equations (30), we find (on neglecting du2 and higher powers of du)

coxi = Xi + ( — fx2 + «X4 ) dw,

(31) cox2 = xi du + x2 + 4a' bx4 du,

«x3 = — 2bx2 du + x3 — ßxi du,

aXi = x3 du + Xi.

Whence
a/ xi = Xi + (/x2 — ax4 ) du,

w' x2 = — Xi du + x2 — 4a' bx4 du,

w' x3 = 2bx2 du + x3 + /?X4 du,

a' Xi = — x3 dw + X4,

where w and a/ are factors of proportionality and where

a = 2bg-fv,       ß = 2bv+f.

If w„ and 5y are the coordinates of a line referred to T and !T respectively,

we shall have
WH =  Wl4 +  ( — Wl3 — /W42 ) du,

«23 = «23 + ( — «14 + 4a' b«34 — |8«42 ) du,

«42 =  «42 +  ( «14 + «23 ) du .

* The tetrahedron T = PyPz P0 Pa is displaced to f = Py P- P- P~ .

Tram. Am. Math. Soc. 13
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The linear complex C„'+d„, containing the asymptotic curve T'¿+du, is given

by the equation

(32) — alZ)i2 + ä' (un + ¿Ö23) = 0,

referred to T, where

5' = a' + al du + • • • ,

al = a„ + au„ du +

Therefore the equation of C„'+áu, referred to T, is

( — a„ co42 + a' «i4 + a' a>23 )

(32a) ,
+ ( — 2a W13 + 4a' 60134 + ow« ) du = 0,

where

0-2« al2
5 = — a¿„ — 2a (/ + bv ) =

27a'

We shall need the invariant I" of the complex

— 2a' Wi3 + 4a' ¿>o>34 + ôœi2 = 0,

and the mutual invariant ( I", I" ) of this complex and C'ú .    We find

J"=-2a'b,        (I", Í") = 2a'al.

The complexes CÜ an dC„'+d„ determine the pencil

(33)     X ( — al o>42 + a'uu + a' u23 ) + p ( — 2a' ui3 + 4a' ¿>a>34 + 5a>42 ) = 0.

The special complexes of this pencil are given by the values of X and p which

satisfy the equation

\2I" + \p(I",l") + u2l" = 0.
Hence

j/0
X a»±  23

M

Introducing these values of X/ p into equation (33), we find the line coordinates

of the directrices of the special complexes of the pencil to be

/    S I  Í '    -L-      V0\
W12 = 4a' b,       wi3 = a„ == -^3— + a ô,       wu = a I — a„ ± -^- I ,

(34) J 7

,2     cCj/0
l« =     23

W23 = a' Í — a'u ± -ñr J ,       W34 = 0,       w42 = — 2o'2.

Their point equations are

24 a' xi + (8a: =f Vq) x2 + 26 a'2 6a;4 = 0,
(34a)

24 a' Z3 + (8al = V8) Xi = 0.
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If we substitute the coordinates (34) in equation (29a), we find that the

directrices of the congruence determined by the complexes C'ú and (?„'+*,

(i. e., according to equation (28) the directrices of Ri ) belong to the complex

C,. Similarly we prove that the directrices of R2 belong to C'ú. Hence the

theorem :

The directrices of the osculating ruled surfaces Ri are contained in the com-

plexes C', determined by F', and the directrices of R2 are contained in the complexes

CÚ determined by T".

It is of interest to obtain this result in another way. Let // be the common

osculating hyperboloid of Ri and R2.    Its equation is

(35) Xi Xi — x2 x3 + 2a' b x\ = 0 .*

The lines (34a) and the corresponding lines of R2 are easily seen to be on H.

The complex C'ú contains three generators of the first kind on H and therefore

all the generators of this set. The complex C'„ contains three and therefore

all the generators of the second set on H. The directrices (5i, S2) and

( Si, Ô2 ) are among these generators, as we have just seen. This proves the

theorem.

Let v remain fixed and let u vary. Then R2 remains fixed as Py describes

the asymptotic curve T'v on S. Hence the directrices ( o[, ô'2 ) of R2 belong to

all of the complexes C',', . But R2 is any surface of the one parameter family

of osculating ruled surfaces of the second kind. Hence all the directrices of

R2 are generators of a ruled surface S2 contained in all of the complexes C'ú

of S. Similarly the directrices of Ri are generators of a ruled surface Si

contained in all of the complexes Cl of S. We shall now prove that 1S1 is

identical with S2 and therefore a quadric, the two sets of directrices being

complementary reguli.

Since the four directrices (Si, S2) and (5¡, 52) of the osculating ruled sur-

faces Ri and R2 determined by V and T" are situated upon the osculating

hyperboloid H of the point Py, and since this is true for every point of T'

when v is fixed, and for every point of T" when u is fixed, it follows that all the

directrices of Ri intersect all the directrices of R2. Therefore the generators

of Si and S2 constitute complementary reguli on the same quadric surface.

We shall call this surface the directrix quadric and denote it, for brevity, by

the letter Q.

If the integrating surface S is not ruled, all the complexes C" can not be those

of a pencil of complexes. For, if all the complexes C" were contained in a

pencil, the congruence determined by C» and C'v+d, would have the same pair

of directrices ( 8[, 5¡) for every v.    Therefore all the osculating ruled surfaces

* M2, p. 82.
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of one family would belong to the same linear congruence, viz., the one having

( o[, ô2 ) as directrices. But this implies that S itself is a ruled surf ace of the

congruence. Similarly we show that the complexes C" are not all contained

in a pencil.

Therefore if all the linear complexes of the asymptotic curves of either family

belong to a pencil, the surface must be ruled.

If r' or T" belong to a one parameter family of linear complexes not con-

tained in a net, then these complexes could not intersect in more than two

lines.* Therefore, there could not be more than one pair of directrices for

the osculating ruled surfaces of the other family. But by the above theorem

the surface S would, in this case, be ruled.    We therefore have the theorem:

If both families of asymptotic curves of a non-ruled surface S belong to linear

complexes, these complexes must form two one-parameter families belonging to

two involutory nets.]

This theorem, together with one which we shall now prove, leads to an

important result, namely, a geometric construction for the surfaces having the

property in question.

The osculating hyperboloid Hu+du, v of the surfaces Ri and R2 determined

by the asymptotic curves through the point Pu+du, » has the equation

X\ Xi — x2 x3 + 2a' bxl = 0,

referred to T.    This becomes, when referred to T,

(xiXi — x2 x3 + 2a' bx\) -\- (— 2bx\ — 26„ x2 a;4 + yx\) du = 0,

where
y=2[(a'b)u-bg].

Now Hu, v and Hu+du. v intersect along two generators of R2 consecutive to

Py Pp, and two generators of the second set upon H in the planes

(36) 24 bx2 - (8bv =* V~8') Xi = Of.

The tangent plane to Hu, v at the point («i, 0, y3, 0) is

(36a) x2y3- x4yi = 0.

Therefore the generators of intersection of Hu, v and Hu+dU, «, apart from

those consecutive to Pv P?, pass through the points

(366) W77 = (8bv - VI') y - 166p,       «f = - (86, + V~8' i y + 166p.

These two generators are the flecnode tangents to R2 at the flecnodes on Pv Pp.

* The complexes of a hypernet have, at most, two lines in common.

t The mutual invariant ( I", /' ) vanishes and therefore the complexes are in involution.

X This follows from the definition of 8' and the second integrability condition.
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Let us now assume that the asymptotic curves T" belong to a one parameter

family of linear complexes contained in a net, but not contained in a pencil.

The complexes of this net have in common a regulus p" of a quadric Q, as

we have seen. The directrices (Si (u, v), 52 (u, v) ) of Ri are situated upon

the complementary regulus p' of Q, and also upon the osculating hyper-

boloid Hu, v. Hence Q and Hu, v intersect in another pair of generators

(oi (u), g2 (u) ) of Q and Hu, v which belong to the regulus p". Again, the

directrices (Si (m + du, v), S2 (m + du, »)) of R\u+du, „ are on Q and be-

long to p'; hence Q and Hu+du, v intersect in another pair of generators

( oi ( m + du ), g2 ( u + du ) ) which belong to p". Now the generators, not con-

secutive to PyP0, common to Hu, v and Hu+du, v are given by equations (36),

(36a), (36b). These being on Hu, v and Hu+du, » must intersect the four gen-

erators (8i(u, v), 82(u, v)) and ( Si ( u + du, v), 82 ( u + du,v)) of Q and

are, therefore, generators of the regulus p". If we call these lines (h, l2),

it follows that the pairs ( yi ( m), y2 (m) ) and ( yi ( u + du ), g2 ( u + du ) )

both coincide with the pair (h, l2). For otherwise the total intersection of

Q and Hu, „ would be of higher order than the fourth, i. e., Q and Hu, » would

coincide and S would be itself a quadric surface. In precisely the same way

we see that Hu+du, v, etc., • • •, intersect in two generators belonging to p"

of Q. These must, therefore, be ( h, l2 ). Proceeding in this manner we find

that all of the osculating hyperboloids of R2 ( »o ) ( say) have in common a

fixed pair of lines of the regulus p" of Q, viz., the pair ( h, k ), and therefore

ü2 has a pair of straight line directrices* ( Si ( u, v0 ), S2 ( u, v0 ) ). Hence all

of its asymptotic curves belong to linear complexes. In particular V belongs

to a linear complex, and this is true for every value of ». We therefore have

the theorem:

If the asymptotic curves of one family of a non-ruled surface belong to a one-

parameter family of linear complexes contained in a net, then the asymptotic

curves of the second family must also belong to a one-parameter family of linear

complexes contained in an involutory net.

To construct the surfaces having the property in question we may now pro-

ceed as follows: Select a one-parameter family of pairs of lines (5i(w),

S2 ( m ) ) on Q. Each of these pairs of lines determines a pencil of linear com-

plexes, (Si (m), 82 (m)) being the axes of the special complexes of this pencil.

In each of these pencils pick out (according to some arbitrary law) one complex

C (u). We thus obtain a one-parameter family of complexes contained in a

net. Every line which intersects (Si (u), S2 (m)) belongs to C (u). Let us

begin with u = u0. Let Ri (u0) be an arbitrary ruled surface having (Si (m0),

Ö2 ( Mo ) ) as directrices. Ri(u0) will then belong to C ( u0 ), and one of its asymp-

totic curves T (u0) intersecting every generator twice will likewise belong to

* ( Si ( u , Do ) , «2 ( u , Do ) ) are the lines ( ¿1, 2j ) .
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the complex C(w0). Let cfä, g[^, g{u¡, etc., be the generators of Ri (w0)

corresponding to v = v0, v0 + dv, v0 + 2dv, etc., and intersecting T (m0) in

the points A0, Ai, A2, etc.

Now let ( öi ( «o + du ), ö2 ( «o + du ) ) be the pair of lines of Q which cor-

respond to u = «o + du, and C ( u0 + du ) the corresponding linear complex.

Let P0 be a point of <$ ultimately to be allowed to approach the corresponding

point A0 of T (u0) as its limit. The line gi^+du through P0 which intersects

(8i («o + du), 52 («o + du) ) belongs to the complex C (u0 + du). Hence

the null-plane of P0 in the complex C ( u0 + du ) contains g(^+ju • Let its

intersection with fâ be called Pi. Then P0 Pi also belongs to C ( w0 + du ).

Denote by o^+d« the line through Pi which intersects ( Si ( u0 + du ),

S2 ( uo + du ) ), and by P2 the point where gi^ is cut by the null-plane of Pi

in the null-system of C ( w0 + du ). Then g^+du and Pi P2 are lines of the

complex C (u0 + du). As we continue this process and proceed to the limit

(i. e., dv = 0) we obtain a curve on Pi (u0 + du) whose tangents obviously

belong to the complex C ( u0 + du ). Moreover, the null-planes of the points

of this curve in the null-system of the complex C ( u0 + du ) are clearly tangent

to the surface Pi ( «o + du ). But for any curve of a linear complex the

osculating plane at any point of the curve coincides with its null-plane.

Therefore the curve Ri R2 R3 • • • is an asymptotic curve of Pi ( u0 + du ).

By starting anew with the lines ( 5i ( «o + 2d« ), 52 ( «o + 2d« ) ) and the

surface Pi ( w0 + du ), etc., we can construct a new ruled surface Pi ( w0 + 2du )

with an asymptotic curve on it belonging to the complex C ( «o + 2d« ), etc.

If now we allow du to approach zero, we (finally) obtain a surface S as the

envelope of the ruled surfaces constructed in this way; and the asymptotic

curves of one family on S clearly belong to the given one parameter family of

linear complexes. But by a previous theorem it follows that the asymptotic

curves of the second family on S will also belong to linear complexes.

If the asymptotic curves of a single family belong to linear complexes

(i. e., if ß' = 0, Ö" =(= 0), we select a one parameter family of pairs of lines

( 5i ( « ), 82 ( u ) ) on a directrix ruled surface of the third or higher order so as to

preclude the possibility of the second family of asymptotic curves belonging to

linear complexes. The remaining steps in this construction are precisely the

same as in the case just considered and need not be repeated. Our construc-

tion shows that this directrix ruled surface may be chosen arbitrarily.

§ 5.   The lines common to the complexes C,, C'ú, C'v+dv, C'ú+d*

The complexes C'v, C'ú, C'v+du, C'ú+du have in common the same lines as the

complexes

* Cf. M,, p. 97.
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— a'u «42 + a' «i4 + a' «23 = 0,

— 2a' «u + 4a'2 b«34 + 8«42 = 0,

«- be «34 — b«i4 + b«23 =  0 ,

+ 2b«i2 + 4a' b2 «42 + S' «34 = 0,

where

,     0-26a:2 0'-26b„
0 = -7¿—-,- , 0    =

2V     ' 27b     -

All of the lines common to these complexes intersect the lines

2a' bxi + a'u bx2 + a' bv x3 = 0,       x4 = 0;

2bx2 + bv Xi = 0,       2a' X3 + aú X4 = 0,

which are the directrices d and d' of the first and second kinds of the point

P»(u.r).*     K

p = — a'u y + 2a' z,       q = — bv y + 2bp,

then \p + uq is an arbitrary point on the directrix of the first kind.   Similarly,

if we write
r = — a' bvz — ba'a p + 2a' bo-,

then X' y + ju' r is an arbitrary point on the directrix of the second kind.

The coordinates of the line joining these points are

«12 = — 2a' XX' + a' aú bv \p' + a' b\ pp.',

«i3 = — 2bu\' + ba'u X/i' + bbv a'u pu',

«14 = — 2a' ba'u Xp/ — 2a' bbv uu',

«23 = — 2a' ba'u Xju' + 2a' bbv up.',

«34 = 4a' b2 pp.',       «42 = — 4a'2 bXw'.

In order that this line may belong to the complexes C'v+dv and C'ú+du, X, ju,

X', u' must satisfy the equations

0Xu' - 27 X' m + 26 (au bv - 23 a'2 b2) pu' = 0,

27XX' - 2« (a; 6, - 23 a'2 b2) Xp/ - 0'/x/ = 0.
Hence

x        W      v (albe-^a^b2)^^-'

* Ms, pp. 95, 96.
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Thus we have two lines* common to these four complexes, and they are ob-

viously the diagonals of the skew quadrilateral ( 5i, 52, 51, 52 ). Since

X/ju = =*= V8'18, ¿i and ¿2 intersect the directrix d in two points which are

harmonic conjugates with respect to p and q. Again d! intersects the oscu-

lating hyperboloid H in the points P ( 1, 0, 0, 0 ) and Q ( Xi, x2, x3, ar4 ),

where

Xi = (al bv — 23 a'2 b2),       x2 = — 2a' bv,       x3 = — 2aú 6,       x4 = 4a' 6.

Hence ¿i and ¿2 intersect d' in two points which are harmonic conjugates with

respect to P and Q.   We therefore have the theorem:

If the asymptotic curves of a non-ruled surface belong to linear complexes, and

if the directrices of Pi and R2 are distinct, the diagonals of the net-work of skew

quadrilaterals formed by the directrices of Pi and R2 on the directrix quadric are

the lines common to C't, CÜ, C'v+dv, Cl'+du • These lines intersect the directrices

of the first kind in points which are harmonic conjugates with respect to the inter-

sections of the latter with the asymptotic tangents. They intersect the directrices

of the second kind in points which are harmonic conjugates with respect to the

intersections of the latter with the osculating hyperboloid.

§ 6.   Applications to the theory of ruled surfaces

If the integrating surface S is a ruled surface not a quadric, we may assume

a' equal to zero, and 6 different from zero.    Then from equations (11) and

it follows that we can find by quadratures a transformation of the type (18)

which replaces equations (10) by the following system:

(37) yuu + 2yv+fy=0,       yvv — ay = 0,

where a is a constant and f is a function of u alone, since, by equations (11),

ffu = 0» = fv = 0. Therefore any non-developable ruled surface (not a quadric)

whose asymptotic curves belong to linear complexes may be represented by a system

of equations of the form (37), and conversely, every such system of equations defines

a projectively equivalent family of non-developable surfaces having the property

in question.

From (37) we find that

8' = 2*a,       8i = \fuu + ^f-4a.\

* We shall refer to these as ¿1 and h ■

f 6' denotes the invariant of weight four for the surface S and 6t the invariant of weight four

for r".
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If we impose the additional condition that the asymptotic curves be twisted

cubics, we find precisely the same equations as we obtained from the point

of view of ordinary differential equations. Corresponding to the first case

under (9) we find

0'= o=/= 0.
Equations (37) now become

y™ + 2y„ = 0,       yvv = 0.

On integrating the second equation we find

y = Viv + V2,

where Vi and V2 are functions of u alone.    Substituting this expression for

y in the first equation and integrating the resulting equations

we find

y = (au + b)v + (--^ — bu2 + cm + d J ,

where a, b, c and d are arbitrary constants. Therefore the equation of the

surface S is
3y4 (yi y3 - yi y*) - 2yi = 0,

which is fhe equation of a Cayley cubic scroll. If we notice that the con-

ditions imposed upon equations (37) .in this case are precisely that the in-

variants $', C, and h shall vanish, we have a simple direct proof of the theorem*

that " If these invariants vanish identically, the surface must be a Cayley

cubic scroll." By the classical method we find the line y3 = y4 = 0 is the

nodal line, and the point P ( 1, 0,0,0) is the pinch-point.

In his third memoir, t Wilc?:ynski has proved an interesting and important

theorem for the case when 0' and a certain invariant 33J are each different

from zero. Now for the surfaces of the type we are considering [i. e., Ö' = 0]

the osculating linear complexes are indeterminate, and the invariant S3 vanishes

whether 0' vanishes or not. The theorem just referred to undergoes extensive

modifications in this case. In fact, we can find the locus of the pinch-points

and singular tangent planes not only of the °o' osculating Cayley cubic scrolls

belonging to a single generator y of S but also of all the =»2 Cayley cubic

scrolls associated with S.

An arbitrary point Pr on the generator y of S will be represented by

* M3, p. 307.

t M3, p. 315.
Î » = - 2« ( ( be'u - 2bu6' )2 - 462 c'V )
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Y=y + lp,

where I is an arbitrary constant.

Since the invariant ß' vanishes, we may assume that the equations of S

have been reduced to the form (37).    We shall find

(38) Yuu + 2Yv+fY= 0,       Yw-aY=0.

The semi-covariants of this system of equations are

Y = y + lp,       Z = z + ¿er,        P = aly + p,       2 = alz + a.

The pinch-point tt of the Cayley cubic scroll, osculating S at the point PT,

is given by the expression

tt = 232 = 23(a¿z+o).

Hence as PY moves along the generator g, the pinch-point of the osculating

Cayley cubic scroll moves along the line joining the semi-covariant points

Ps and P„. We shall now set up the equations of S in the form (1). They

are found to be

(39) Yuu + fy+4p = 0,       puu + 4ay+fp = 0.

The semi-covariants of this system are

r = 2z,       s = 2cr,       y = y,       p = p.

For uniformity we shall use the notation of the theory of ruled surfaces and

write these equations

(39a) yuu + fy + 4z = 0,       zu„ + 4ay + fz = 0,

and denote their semi-covariants by y, z, p, a. If we denote the semi-co-

variants of (37) by y' ,z', p', a' we shall find

P o
y' = y,       2=2'       p' = z>       a' = 2'

Therefore the equations of transformation between the coordinate systems

determined by Py, Pz> P9> Pa> and P„ P2 P„ P„ are

w'x'i = xi, w'x'i = 2x3, w'x'î = x2, a'x'i = 2a:4,

(40)
wxi = 2x\, o>a;2 = 2a;3, wx% = x2, coXi = x\,

where o> and o)' are factors of proportionality. From these equations we find

that the coordinates of the pinch-point tt of the Cayley cubic scroll osculating

S at P„ are
Xi = x2 = 0,       x3 : Xi = a,
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the coordinate system being that determined by Py P2 Pp Pa. Equations (37)

show that the invariant 0' is a constant; so that the first derived ruled surface

of S is the principal surface* of the flecnode congruence of S. We therefore

have the theorem :

The locus of the pinch-points of the osculating Cayley cubic scrolls of a ruled

surface whose asymptotic curves belong to linear complexes is the principal surface

of the flecnode congruence of the surface itself.

An interesting special case arises when f (u) reduces to a constant. It

follows from the general theory of ruled surfaces that the surface S then gives

rise to a surface of pinch-points Si which is a protective transformation of S;

and Si gives rise to a surface of pinch-points which is the surface S itself.

As Py describes an asymptotic curve on S, the corresponding pinch-point

describes an asymptotic curve on the surface of pinch-points.

From equations (40) it follows that the nodal line of the Cayley cubic scroll

of the point Pr intersects the generator g in the point

Q = aíi y + t2z,

where ti : t2 — I.   The flecnodes on g are the points

7/ = Vay — z,       f = Vay + z.

The cross ratio of the points ( P, Q, n, f ) is. — 1. The singular tangent plane

of the Cayley cubic scroll is tangent to the osculating hyperboloid at the

pinch-point.f    Its coordinates are

(h, -ah, 0, 0).

If we denote that generator of Si (the surface of pinch-points), which cor-

responds to g, by g', we see that the singular tangent planes of the Cayley

cubic scrolls of g form a pencil whose axis is y'.

Therefore as the point P moves along the generator g of S, the singular tangent

planes of the osculating Cayley cubic scrolls rotate about the corresponding generator

of the locus of pinch-points as axis. If f(u) reduces to a constant the point P,

the point Q where the nodal line of the Cayley cubic scroll of P intersects the generator

g, and the flecnodes n and f on g form a harmonic group.

§ 7.   The directrix curves on the surfaces S of the problem can be

DETERMINED BY QUADRATURES

The linear complexes determined by the asymptotic curves through Pu

have a congruence in common.    The directrix d (the directrix of the first kind)

* W, pp. 216, 218, 220.

t M,, p. 303.
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of this congruence is situated in the tangent plane of P„; the directrix d' (the

directrix of the second kind) passes through P„. As P„ moves over S, d

and d' generate the directrix congruences of the first and second kinds re-

spectively.* The differential equation of the directrix curves on S, which

correspond to the developables of these congruences, is

(41) bLdu2 + 2Md«d7j - a'Ndv2 = 0,

where
a

L= -2a' (2a' bf + 2a' 66, + 6aL) + 6al2 = ^,

M = 2a' 6 ( a' 6„„ — 6al„ ) + 2 ( 62 a'u a, — a'2 bu bv ),

N = - 26 (2a' bg + 2a' 6al + a' b„) + a' 62 - ^.

Since r" and T" belong to linear complexes, we have

fi'= ß" = 0,
and therefore

M = 2 [a'2 (bbuv — bubv) — b2 (a' a'„v — a'u a'„) ] = 0.

Hence equation (41) becomes

(41a) 60d«2-a'0'd7j2= 0.

If we introduce the transformation!

, ,   r »/M«).,     -   a,,   r '/gi(»)j i  -
« = a(«) =  I \/-;^—rdw,        « = /8 («) =  | \/—7-\d7j,        y=    .-y,

v J ^tpi(u)      ' J   *tp2(v) »     Vonß*

we see, from equations (17), (18), (19) and a previous theorem, that (41a)

becomes
dû2- dv2= 0,

which gives (on integration)

« + v = const.,       « — v = const.,

as the finite equations of the two families of directrix curves on S.   Since M

vanishes the directrix curves form a conjugate system on the surface S.

If ß', ß", 0, 0' all vanish (i. e., if the normal forms of the seminvariants f and

g are characterized by the vanishing of the constants a, 6, c), equation (41) is

satisfied for every direction du : dv.    In this case we find that the point

* M2, p. 114 et seq.

t The origin of this transformation is clear if we recall that b / a' = 0i(u) /0a (e) ,

i/o'1 = Vl{u),e' ¡V = *>,(»).
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P = X ( y + yu du + y» dv ) + p (r + t„ ¿tí + rv dv )*

is on the line
2bx2 — bv Xi = 0,       2a' X3 + a'„ x4 = 0

for every value of du : dv, if

X:u= - (2bQ + b„S) : 2b = - ( 2o'Ä + ol S') :2a'.

It follows that under these circumstances all the directrices of the second kind

in the vicinity of a point P have a point in common. Referred to T the

coordinates of this point are found to be

(42)    xi = - (2bQ+bvS),    x2 = - 2a'bb„,    x3 = - 2alb2,    x4 = 4a'b2.

Using the fact that the invariants 0' and ß" vanish, we find

Xi : x2 : x3 : Xi = 23 a' b2 — a'ubv : 2a' bv : 2a'u b : — 4a! b.

To prove that this point is fixed in space we consider the following expression

7T = - (2bQ + b„S)y- 2a'bbvz- 2a'u b2 p + 4a'b2a

for the point (42), and calculate

dir dir
t + 5— du + -5- dv,

du dv
making use of the relations

fi' = Q" = 0 = ^ = 0.
We find

. dir ,    .dir          /        a„b + 4a'bu          a'bv + 4a'„b     \
v + du:du+Tvdv={1 +-Wb-du +-2aTb-~dvr'

which shows that tt is a fixed point.

Let us now consider the directrices of the first kind.   The point

P = X ( r + ru du + rv dv ) + p ( s + su du + sv dv )

will be on the line joining

r = — aúy + 2a' z   and    s = — bvy + 2bp,

if the equations

(8a'2 b2 + a'ubv) (\a' dv + pbdu) = 0,       Xa' dv + «b¿M = 0,

are satisfied.    If we choose

X : u = — b du : a' dv,

= — a' ft, z — ba'u p + 2a' bo ,    Q = 80'*6' — a' 6«, — a'u b„,    S - aub + 2a'bM,

S' = a'b, + 2a'ub,       R-(2 a' bf + 2a' 66. + ba'uu + a'ubu) .
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we see that two consecutive directrices intersect for every value of the ratio

du :dv. It therefore follows that all the directrices of the first kind in the

vicinity of the point P„ lie in the same plane. We proceed to determine this

plane.    By using the conditions

Q' = ß" = 8 = 0' = 0

we can show that the four points

r, s, r + r„ du + rv dv, s + sudu-\- sv dv

are coplanar. After some reductions we find the equation of their plane, which

we shall call the directrix plane, to be

22 a' tei + 2a'u 6z2 + 2a' bv x3 + (23 a'2 62 + a. bv) x4 = 0.

It can be readily shown that this directrix plane is the null-plane of it in both

of the complexes C" and C".   If we introduce the transformation*

^jxi= - apX-\ßY+aßZ + \pw, jx3 = \Y-aZ,

Xm V       137 V ~
-r x2 = p Ä — pZ, ~r Xi = Z,

which refers the plane to the canonical tetrahedron of the point P„, the above

equation becomes
Z+8oi = 0,

and the point ir referred to this tetrahedron becomes

Z= Y = 0,       Z= - 23,       o)= 1.

These results may be combined in the following theorem:

If both families of asymptotic curves of the surface S belong to linear complexes

and if the invariants 9 and 9' vanish, the directrix congruences degenerate. The

directrix congruence of the first kind consists of the net of lines in the directrix

plane, while the directrix congruence of the second kind consists of the sheaf of

lines through the null-point of the directrix plane in the complexes C and C".

There remains to be considered the case of a degenerate directrix quadric.

This case is closely allied to that of the degenerate directrix congruence re-

ferred to above. There also exist a number of other curves and congruences

organically connected with the configurations of this problem. The discussion

of all of these questions will be reserved for a future occasion.

The University of Chicago.

* M,, p. 104.


